The Existential Adventures of Crazy Man and the Dog, Sidestepper

Episode 45: Crazy Man Meets the Dog, Sidestepper,
(New here? Click here to see what it’s all about.)

“Ow!” said the path of adventure and new meanings as a random discarded needle jabbed into its
innocent ways.
Crazy Man and the dog, Sidestepper, were horrified and howled their disapproval until the
needle turned its attention to them and said, “What?”
There was something defiant and dismissive in the needle’s tone that bugged the dog, Sidestepper, to the core of his angst-infused being. “You just jabbed the path of adventure and new
meanings right in its innocence,” said the dog, Sidestepper. “You’re a bad needle.”
The needle coughed, hacked and heehawed. “What can I say,” said the needle. “I like to stick
around…if you get the point. Ha ha ha!” In an upheaval of meanness, the needle dug itself deeper into the path and the path said, “Ouch!”
This was too much for Crazy Man. He stepped toward the needle in full self-righteous fury.
“You Bastard!”
The needle chuckled and hacked and wheezed and said, “You’re the bastard and so is the weird
motherless log. And you’re never going to find food.” The needle cackled.

Cackled.
And nothing infuriated Crazy Man more than cackling needles, especially wrapped in unsavory
realizations like: No food? Ever? Bastards? Just who did this ill-meaning thing of plastic and
metal think it was? “Give me one reason I shouldn’t step on you now and break you into a hundred pieces of regret.”
“Because then I’ll prick you and you’ll be mine,” said the needle.
This caused Crazy Man to halt in mid-furious-step and ponder. Pondering is always a good
thing when you don’t want to be a needle’s bitch and Crazy Man was determined that he would
always be his own bitch.
“Maybe I’ll throw a rock at you,” he said doubtfully.
“And then I’ll shatter and scatter like loose popcorn in a microwave,” said the needle. “And I’ll
shard your eyes. You won’t be able to see and you’ll walk over the edge of the world and…”
“Hold on!” said the dog, Sidestepper. “Why are you such a mean needle?
If needles had eyes, this needle would have opened them wide enough to see into the next day,
but needles don’t have eyes, so this needle just lay on the ground poking itself into the path as it
said, “I’m only what they make me.”
“What who makes you?” said the dog, Sidestepper.
“Not who,” said the needle. “What. Science did this to me…science and engineering. And human productivity.”
Crazy Man and the dog, Sidestepper, were impressed. They’re heard about science and engineering but they weren’t sure about the connection with human productivity, whatever that was.
“So how did science and engineering make you mean?” said the dog, Sidestepper.
“Well,” said the needle. “Just look at me…all plastic, glass and metal arranged neatly in space
with moving parts, measurements and a shape generally referred to as needle-like.”
After a short silence in which the needle seemed to have entered a state of reverie, Crazy Man
said, “And…?”
The needle snapped out of it and said, “You don’t see it? You don’t see the mining, the shipping, the procedures, the machinery, the quality assurance, the processes, the dozers and tractors,
the storage shelves, the trains, trucks and ships that brought me into being for the sole purpose of
putting stuff into human blood vessels to make them better?”
Crazy Man and the dog, Sidestepper, looked at each other, puzzled. “Sounds like you’re doing
a lot of good,” said the dog, Sidestepper.
“Good is only as good as it’s good,” said the needle. “”Somehow my creators lost their way
and they filled me with obnoxious configurations that make me popular and plentiful, but not
good.”
“I don’t get it,” said the dog, Sidestepper. “If you’re full of bad, why would anyone use you?”
The needle spun itself out of the path and into the air and shot like a mad hornet towards the
dog, Sidestepper, and barely nicked his tail. But that was enough. A few minutes later, the dog,
Sidestepper’s, eyes were thoroughly glazed, and tiny droplets of drool began spilling from his
doggie black lips.
“Horse feathers!” he screamed into the not so night but getting there. “Horse feathers and creosote!” He sidestepped to the needle, back mauling the path, and lifted one of his long spaghetti/
chopstick legs and pounded it down on the needle. This might not have been a good idea. The

needle cracked and pieces of glass and plastic buried themselves in his paw. Come to think of it,
this was very bad idea. The dog, Sidestepper, jumped up and down screaming incoherently and
trying to stick his foot into his mouth, which might not have been a good idea, but it worked.
And now he had a double dose of whatever was in the needle and he was feeling pretty good,
mighty fine, on top of things and ready to roll.
“Doit..doit…doituntittlebittle,” explained the dog, Sidestepper, trying to make a point with a
passing fruit fly. “Boing boing dibble bong!” he yelled as the fly flew away in horror. “BIP Bip
bip,” he said into the path of adventure and new meanings as he sniffed pebbles that suddenly
had new meanings and things to say about passive being.
Crazy Man and the now-bits-and-and-sharp-pieces needle, stared at him. “How long will he be
like this?” said Crazy Man.
The needle said (from several places on the ground), “I think this might be his normal state of
mind.”
“No,” said Crazy Man. “He’s off his rocker.”
“Like I said,” said the needle.
That was the final straw for Crazy Man. He stomped over to the needle, picked it up all its unsavory pieces and ate them…and strange things began to happen. Crazy Man’s head shot off his
shoulders and into the sky where it exploded into a bizarre bouquet of sparkling flame balls. His
arms spun like jet-powered windmills and his clown shoes (which terrified him) rounded into
rocker legs and he rocked away as his head exploded across the sky. Translucent water puffs (aka
clouds) in the sky danced to the deep dark scary woods’ rendition of The Monster Mash. The
path of adventure and new meanings went all twisty and windy with hills and a road sign that
advertised right turns where none existed. The dog, Sidestepper, sniffed himself closer and closer
into passive being. Tiny lightning flashes dashed between Crazy Man’s hands as he juggled a
hundred wax oranges.
Crazy Man had an urge to change his approach to eating needles as he floundered on the
ground; it just wasn’t a good idea. However, he wasn’t such a good idea himself…so he lived.
Unfortunately, the dog died.

To be continued…
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